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Abstract: This paper presents the design and implementation of ahealthcare system. HSDTP is a healthcare system that
is capable of automatically identifying diseases and predicts best treatments for it.Identification of a disease based on its
symptoms is a difficult task, since, more than one disease may have same symptoms with a minute difference from the
other. It may raise multiple questions in the course of care. Online health knowledge resources such as Medline
Abstracts provide information about diseases and various treatments for it. But, extracting relevant information from it is
time consuming and need effort.HSDTP diagnoses wide range of diseases and provides treatment related information.
The Healthcare System integrates machine learning in medical field. It can accept symptoms as query and automatically
identifies diseases and predicts best treatments for it. It overcomes the overheads and drawbacks of existing systems. It
uses Natural Language Processing tools and machine learning techniques.The Healthcare System consists of a Text
mining module converts the unstructured data such a Medline abstracts and clinical notes into structured data and stores
relevant information in the database and a Disease and treatment prediction module, that predicts a patient’s disease by
using proposed algorithms and classifiers such as Naïve bayes, Support Vector Machine and decision tree. The best
treatment is identified based on the predicted disease. The major challenges of creating such a system includes collecting
information related to Disease, Symptoms and Treatment from Medical Abstracts and finding Disease based on
Symptoms. Medline Abstracts and doctor’s Prescriptions are used as the datasets.
Index terms: Machine Learning, Medline Abstracts, Natural Language Processing, SVM, Weka.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, an expert medical professional is
required to predict a disease. Diseases are rapidly
increasing day by day due to environmental and
genetic changes. Since, more than one disease may
have same symptoms with a minute difference from
the other, it is not easy to identify a disease based on
its symptoms.

HSDTP is a Healthcare System that integrates
machine learning in medical field and is capable of
automatically identifying diseaseand predicting
treatment from the user given symptoms. The
Medline abstracts act as the data repository. HSDTP
extracts relevant information from the Medline
abstracts and creates datasets to find out the disease
and appropriate treatment. In this proposed work
user can search for the disease and treatment related
information by giving symptoms as a query in the
search box. The data from the Medline abstracts and

the user given symptoms are preprocessed using
NLP techniques. The Healthcare System consists of
a Text Mining Module and a Disease and treatment
Prediction Module. The Text mining module
converts the unstructured data such as Medline
abstracts and clinical notes into structured data and
stores relevant information in the database. The
disease and treatment prediction module predicts a
patient’s disease by using proposed algorithms and
classifiers such as Naïve bayes, Support Vector
Machine and decision tree. The best treatment is
identified based on the predicted disease. The major
challenges of creating such a system includes
collecting information related to Disease, Symptoms
and Treatment from Medical Abstracts and finding
Disease based on Symptoms. To identify the
semantic relations that exist between diseases and
treatments in biomedical sentences, the combination
of classification algorithms, Natural Language
Processing and biomedical concepts are put together.
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY
The previous studies points out the relation
extraction is a long standing research topic in
Natural Language Processing. Medical information
are stored in textual format among the biological
data stored in Medline. Manually extracting useful
information from large volume of database is a
tedious work. Moreover HTML page displaying
biological information contains medical information
and typically unrelated materials such as navigation
menus, forms, user comments, advertisement,
feedback etc. The frequent use of electronic health
records and information increase the need for text
mining in order to improve the quality of result for
the user query. This can result in two area of real
time application such as Text search engine targeted
with scientific document and Text Search engine
targeted with technical document. To get biomedical
information Medline abstract are used, because it
provides answers related to patient treatment and it’s
the database which is most widely used by the
clinicians and research scholars in medical field.

“Patient-customized Healthcare System based on the
Hadoop with Text Mining (PHSHT)” is one of the
popular work in this area. The PHSHT proposes a
design of a Patient-customized Healthcare System
based on the Hadoop with Text Mining for an
efficient Disease Management and Prediction. The
big data like healthcare and medical information are
stored in the Hbase. Then converts the unstructured
data collected to the structured data and stores the
result in the Hbase. The disease rules are generated
by using the Conditional Probability Set Theory
(CPST) and stores them in the Hbase. The
limitations of this work is it only concentrates on
identifying heart disease and does not provide
treatment information.

Another work in the proposed area is “A Machine
Learning Approach for Identifying Disease-
Treatment Relations In Short Texts“. The Machine
Learning (ML) field has gained its momentum in
almost any domain of research and just recently has
become a reliable tool in the medical domain. This
paper describes a ML-based methodology for
building an application that is capable of identifying
and disseminating healthcare information. It extracts
sentences from published medical papers that
mention diseases and treatments, and identifies
semantic relations that exist between diseases and
treatments. In this paper it does not give disease

diagnosis. It only predicts the best classification
method.

“Best Treatment Identification for Disease Using
Machine Learning Approach in Relation to Short
Text” is another noticeable work. In this work user
will search for the disease summary by giving
symptoms as a query in the search engine. Initially
when a pdf is downloaded and saved in the system it
first performs per processing on the data in the
document and the extracted relevant data is stored in
the database. The symptoms entered by the user are
further classified using SVM classifier to make the
further process easier to find the semantic keyword
which helps to identify the disease easily and
quickly. Then the semantic keyword found is
matched with the stored medical input database to
identify the exact disease related to that keyword
present. Once the disease related to the symptom is
identified, it is sent to medical database to extract the
articles pertaining to that disease. The problem is
that the information extraction should be done for
each query by the user via online.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH
The HSDTP system accepts symptoms as query
from the user. Then, the system tries to diagnose the
disease and predicts best treatment for it.

The Healthcare System for Disease Diagnosis and
Treatment Prediction (HSDTP) mainly consist of
two phases. In the first phase called Text mining
phase, the system stores the information from the
Medlineabstracts in the databases after
preprocessing. Preprocessing techniques are then
applied on the symptoms entered by the user.

In the second phase the disease identification and
treatment prediction are done from the data stored in
the databases by the use of classification algorithms.
The main classification algorithms used in this
system are naïve bayes, SVM and decision Tree.

IV. TEXT MINING PHASE
The Proposed system consists of two phases,
namely, text mining phase and disease identification
and treatment prediction phase.

The Text Mining Phase consists of scanning Medline
abstracts and finding information related to Disease,
Symptom and Treatment. It creates summary XML
file that contains these elements. This module also
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creates DiseaseDB, SymptomDB, treatmentDB from
XML files. From clinical notes and doctor’s
prescriptions it creates patientDB. The information
in the patientDB also used to create the three
databases. The main steps of this module includes
stop words Removal, tokenization, POS tagging,
parse Tree generation and storage of relevant
medical information into database after stemming.

Stop words are words that does not convey any
meaning. A text file “stop-words.txt” specifies the
set of stop words is loaded into the program. After
loading, it is compared to the words in the list. If a
match is found, the word in the given list is removed.
Example: a, be, some, like, very, etc.

Tokens are usually words which are separated by
space. But there are exceptions, for the word "isn't"
tokens are "is" and "n’t”. Example: for the sentence
“Hi, How Are You? “ , the tokens are : { Hi, . , How,
Are, You, ? }.

POS Tagger is used to identify the Part of Speach of
the words in a phrase. Example:
Hi._NNPHow_WRBare_VBPyou?_JJThis_DTis_V
BPMejo._NNP. Where NNP: Proper noun singular,
WRB: wh-adverb, VBP: Verb, sing. Present, JJ:
Adjective, DT: Determiner. For POS tagging,
Stanford POS Tagger is used that analyses English
sentences andoutputs the base forms, part-of-speech
tags, chunk tags, and named entity tags.

Words with same meaning appear in various
morphological forms. To capture their similarity,
they are normalized into a common root-form, the
stem. This process is known as stemming. Example:
For 'writing', 'wrote' and 'written‘, the stem is 'write'.
After Text mining tasks, the extracted relevant
information is stored into databases. The disease
information is stored into DiseaseDBand the
corresponding symptom and Treatment are stored
into SymptomDBandTreatmentDB respectively.

Figure 1: Text Mining Phase

V. CREATION OF SymptomContraryDB
The created symptom database containsD_ID and
symptoms collected from the Medline abstracts and
clinical notes, where D_ID is the disease ID. The
database is larger and it may contain unwanted
words. The user entered symptoms may not be
similar as in the symptoms stored in the database.
The creation of SymptomContraryDB will be
effective for finding the most appropriate disease.

The algorithm 1 takes the symptoms as input for
each disease and extract relevant words of the
symptom definition. This can be done by using text
mining techniques.

VI. DISEASE AND TREATMENT
PREDICTION PHASE
This phase finds the treatment and predicts the best
treatment by using the data stored in the database
after processing. It finds most similar Symptom by
using Classification algorithms; naïve bayes, SVM
and decision Tree. The algorithm that have high
precision is determined by using Weka Tool and the
corresponding diseaseID is taken as the output and
treatment is identified from TreatmentDB.

WEKA tool is written in Java. It is a machine
learning workbench that consists of collection of
implemented popular learning schemes. WEKA tool
supports several standard data mining tasks such as
clustering, classification and visualization. The data
should available as a single flat file or relation,
where each data point is described by a fixed number
of attributes. The input data format should be MS
Excel and ARFF formats. Weka Tool consists of
several data mining algorithms. Among them three
algorithms are used for the classification of
symptoms: naïve bayes, SVM and decision Tree.
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Figure 2:  Disease and Treatment Prediction Phase

Naïve Bayes Classifier is a practical probabilistic
classifier. It is one of the most computationally
efficient and simple algorithms for classification. It
works based on Bayes’ rule of conditional
probability.

Decision trees are suitable for short texts. Decision
trees are constructed from a given set of attributes
and they grow by making a series of locally
optimum decisions about which attribute to use for
partitioning the data. Here we use C4.5 decision tree
algorithm in which gain ratio is the splitting criteria.
In WEKA, J48 algorithm corresponds to C4.5
algorithm.

Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) is the
WEKA version of Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classifier, which uses Polynomial or Gaussian
kernels. Here, Missing values are replaced globally
and nominal attributes are transformed into binary
ones. The main advantage of this algorithm includes
the amount of memory required by SMO is linear to
the size of the data and SVM has ability to deal well
with noisy data.

The algorithm 2 is used to find related diseaseIDs
from symptomDB as diseaseID set.

In the FindTreatment Algorithm, the diseaseID set is
used for finding most similar diseaseID by using

classification algorithms SVM, naïve baiseand
decision tree. The FindTreatment algorithm will
predict the treatment based on most similar
diseaseID.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION,
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed solutions have been implemented
using JAVA programming language and MySQL
database. The datasets are created from clinical notes
and Medline abstracts and informative sentences are
extracted from it by using NLP tools and proposed
algorithms. The extracted information are stored into
the database. The datasets in arff format created for
further classification by using classifiers of weka
tool such as SVM, decision tree and Naïve bayes for
finding the most related disease to the user given
symptoms. The disease classified by the majority of
the classifiers is taken as the output. Its
corresponding treatment is given to the user.

Table 1: Performance evaluation of different
algorithms using weka tool

It has been observed that Support vector machine
learning technique classifies the instances more
efficiently than Naïve Bayes algorithm and Decision
tree algorithm. This has been clearly highlighted in
Table 6.

In this work, the successful treatment prediction and
effective classification of disease symptoms for
disease diagnosis are discussed. It is cleared that
SVM is the best classification algorithm for the
dataset created by us which points to the most
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suitable disease. Then the best treatment can be
predicted from the collected information from the
Medline data. The proposed work gives an
advantage of recording the symptoms and best
treatments for each diseases, where the data is taken
from the Medline abstracts and preprocessed before
storing in the databases.

CONCLUSION
Online health knowledge resources such as Medline
Abstracts provide information about diseases and
various treatments for it. But, extracting relevant
information from it is time consuming and need
effort. HSDTP diagnoses wide range of diseases and
provides treatment related information by taking the
advantages of Natural language processing and
classification algorithms. The Healthcare System
integrates machine learning in medical field and is
capable of automatically identifying diseases and
predicts best treatments for it. It overcomes the
overheads and drawbacks of existing systems. The
best treatment is identified based on the predicted
disease from the collected information.
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